[24-hour perfect BP-lowering therapy using long-acting dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers].
Consistent BP lowering effect is essential for antihypertensive treatment. The dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers (CCB) are potent antihypertensive drugs, and have been reported to reduce future cardiovascular events. The effects of CCB on ambulatory BP have been reported, and could reduce not only daytime, but also nighttime and morning BP. Furthermore, when classified as circadian BP patterns--dippers, non-dippers, extreme dippers, and risers--, long-acting CCBs act to restore abnormal nocturnal dipping status toward a normal dipping pattern in hypertensive patients. These effects partly explain the favorable effects of CCB in preventing future cardiovascular events. This review summarizes the studies of long-acting dihydropyridine CCBs for the "24-hour perfect management of BP".